as sums indexed by sets of alternating sign matrices invariant under a 180° rotation. If we put t = 1, these expansion formulas reduce to the Weyl's denominator formulas for the root systems of type B n and C n . A similar deformation of the denominator formula for type £>" is also given.
Introduction
An n x n matrix A = (a ij ) is called an alternating sign matrix if it satisfies the following four conditions:
(1) a ij € {1, 0, -1}. (2) Z k=1 a ik = 0 or 1 for any i and j. (3) Z k=1 a kj = 0 or 1 for any i and j. (4) Z k=1 a kj = Z k=1 a il = 1 for any i and j. Such matrices were introduced by W. Mills, D. Robbins and H. Rumsey, Jr. [3] . Their connection with descending plane partitions and self-complementary totally symmetric plane partitions was studied in [3] and [4] .
If we denote by A n the set of all n x n alternating sign matrices, then we have (see [6, 7]) Abstract. An alternating sign matrix is a square matrix whose entries are 1, 0, or -1, and which satisfies certain conditions. Permutation matrices are alternating sign matrices. In this paper, we use the (generalized) Littlewood's formulas to expand the products where i(A) = Zi<k,j>l aijakl is the inversion number of A; s(A) is the number of -1s in A; 6(An-1) = t(n-1,n-3, ..., -n-1); and xa = xa1...xan for a = t(a1, ..., an). Alternating sign matrices with s(A) = 0 are the permutation matrices. So, substituting t = -1 in (1), we obtain the Weyl's denominator formula for the root system of type An-1 (or GL(n, C)):
where Sn is the symmetric group consisting of n x n permutation matrices and l(w) = i(w) is the length of w e Sn.
The aim of this article is to prove the following deformations of denominator formulas for the root systems of type Bn and Cn:
where Bn (resp. Cn) is the set of all 2n x 2n (resp. (2n + 1) x (2n + 1)) alternating sign matrices which are invariant under a 180° rotation; 6(Bn) = t(n-1,n-3, .... 1, -1 -(n-1)); S(Cn) = t(n, n-1 ..., 1, 0, -1, ..., -n); and xa = xa1 ...xan for a = t(a1, ..., an, (0), -an, ..., -a1). (See Sections 2 and 3 for the definition of i+ (A) and i2(A).) If we put t = 1 in (2) (resp. (3)), we can obtain the denominator formula for the root system of type Bn (resp. Cn). We also give a deformation corresponding to the root system of type Dn in Section 4.
It would be an interesting problem to give an intrinsic interpretation of alternating sign matrices in terms of root systems.
Alternating sign matrices and monotone triangles
In this article, we denote the set of integers by Z. For nonnegative integers n and m, we put [n] = {1,2,...,n} and Zn,m = [n] x [m].
We fix the notations concerning partitions (see [2] ). A partition is a nonincreasing sequence A = (A 1 , A 2 ,...) of nonnegative integers A i with finite sum | A |= Z i>1 A i . The length l(A) of a partition A is the number of nonzero terms of A. We often identify a partition A with its Young diagram D(A) = {(i, j) e Z x Z; 1 < j < A i , 1 < i < l(A)}.
The conjugate partition of A is the partition A' whose Young diagram D(A') is obtained from D(A) by reflection with respect to the main diagonal. If A = A', then we call A a self-conjugate partition.
A
Next we introduce the Frobenius notation. For a partition A, we define
Then we write
The partition A can be recovered from a and B by putting
Alternating sign matrices
A vector a = (a 1 ,..., a n ) is called sign-alternating if it satisfies (1) a i e{1,0, -1}.
(2) Z k=1 a k = 0 or 1 for i = 1, ..., n.
Then the nonzero entries of a sign-alternating vector alternate in sign.
Definition. Let A be a distinct partition with length n such that A 1 < m. An n x m matrix A = (a ij ) 1<i<n,1<j<m is a A-altemating sign matrix if the following conditions hold:
(1) Every row and column is sign-alternating. Let A be a distinct partition with length n. It follows from the definition that, if A is an n x m A-alternating sign matrix, then a ij = 0 for all i and j > A 1 . So the number m of columns of a A-alternating sign matrix is irrelevant so far as m > A 1 . We denote by A(A) the set of all A-alternating sign matrices. Then we have the set of all n x n alternating sign matrices (defined in Introduction). For a A-alternating sign matrix A € A(A), we define called the number of inversions of A. And we denote by a(A) the number of -1s in A (see [3] ).
Monotone triangles
Definition. A triangular array is a monotone triangle if it satisfies (1) Each row is strictly increasing. (2) t i+1,j < t i,j < t i+1,j+1 for all i = 1, ..., n -1 and j = 1, ..., i -1.
For a distinct partition A of length n, let M(A) be the set of all monotone triangles with bottom row A. For a monotone triangle T = (t ij ), we put max(T) = #{(i, j): t i+1,j < t tj = t i+1,j+1 }, sp(T) = #{(i, j) : t i+1 < t ij < t i+1 , j+1 }, (
1) T gives a bijection from A(A) to M(A). (2) For A e A(A), we have i(A) = max(T(A)) + sp(T(A)), s(A) = sp(T(A)).

Proof. It is easy to see that T is a bijection and that s(A) = sp(T(A)).
From (6) and (7), we have
It follows from the definition of T(A) = (t ij ) that
Hence we have
For a partition A with length < n, we denote by sA(x 1 ,..., x n ) the Schur function corresponding to A.
T. Ibkuyama [7] proved the following formula by using the representation theory of general linear groups (see [5] for an alternate proof). 
Deformation for B n type
In this section we give a deformation of the Weyl's denominator formula for the root system of type B n . Let B n be the set of all 2n x 2n alternating sign matrices invariant under a 180° rotation, i.e., where 6(B n ) = t (n -1, n -3, ..., 1, -1, ..., -(n -1)) and x a = x a1 ...for a = t (a 1 , ..., a n , -a n , ..., -a 1 ).
In order to prove this theorem, first we note the following.
PROPOSITION 2.2. For A e B n , let T + (A) be the monotone triangle consisting of the first n rows of T(A). Then the correspondence T + gives a bijection
where A runs over all self-conjugate partitions A such that A c (n n ).
Proof. follows from Proposition 1.1 and Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5.
LEMMA 2.3. Let A e B n and T = T + (A) € M(A + 6 n ). Then we have (1) i + (A) = max(T) + sp(T). (2) s(A) = 2sp(T).
Proof. (1) and (2) 
Deformation for C n type
Next we consider a deformation of the denominator formula for the root system of type C n . Let C n be the set of all (2n + 1) x (2n + 1) alternating sign matrices invariant under a 180° rotation, i.e.,
and L ± of L as follows:
For each subset L * , * = 0, 1, 2, +, ±, and A e C n , we put Moreover we put
Then we have
The main result of this section is THEOREM 3.1. 0, -a n ,..., -a 1 ).
For simplicity, we write Now we consider a partition A = (a 1 ,..., a p |B 1 ,..., B p ) satisfying For such a partition A, we put Then these quantities can be expressed in terms of a and (3. 
LEMMA 3.4 Let A € C n and T = T + (A) e M(A + 6 n ). Then we have (1) i + (A) = max(T) + sp(T). (2) x 6(Cn)-A6(Cn)
= x T x -1 x -2 ...x- n . (
3) i ± (A) = r(A). (4)i + (A)-i -(A) = q(A) (5) i 0 (A) = 2(|A|-r(A)) (6) The number of -1s in the (n + 1)-th row of A is equal to u(A). Hence s(A) = 2sp(T) + u(A).
Proof. We prove only (5) where T (resp. p) runs over all partitions of the form r = (a 1 ,...,a p \a 1 ,. .., a p ) (resp. p = (a 1 + 1, . .., a p + l|a 1 , ..., a p )) such that a 1 < n -1.
To prove Lemma 3.5, we fix a partition A = (a|B) satisfying (14). We put E k = min(a k , B k ) (k = 1, ..., p) and a = (e|e). Then And we put LEMMA 3.6. The following lemma is well known.
LEMMA 3.8.
(1) summed over all partitions u such that u/r is a vertical r-strip (2) If T is a self-conjugate partition and u/r is a vertical strip, then n satisfies (14). (3)
Proof. 
Deformation for D n Type
Finally we give a deformation for the root system of type D n .
Definition. Let D n be the set of all 2n x (2n-1) matrices A = (a ij ) 1<i<2n,1<j<2n-1 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Every row is sign-alternating. (2) Every column, except for the nth column, is sign-alternating. For each subset L*, * = 1, 2, +, ± and A e Dn, we put Moreover, for A e Dn, we put THEOREM 4.1.
where 6(Dn) = t(n -1, n -2, ..., 1, 0, 0, -1, ..., -(n -1)) and 6'(Dn) = t(n -1 , n -2 , . . . 1 , 0 , -1 . . . , -( n -l ) 1 .
We can prove this theorem in a way similar to that of Theorem 2.1, so we omit the proof.
Let By considering 2n x (2n + 1) matrices, we can give another deformation for the root system of type C n .
Definition. Let C n be the set of all 2n x (2n+ 1) matrices A = (a ij ) 1<i<2n,1<j<2n+1 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Every row is sign-alternating. (2) Every column, except for the (n + l)-th column, is sign-alternating. n -1, ..., 1, 0, -1, . .., -n) and 6'(C n )= t (n, n -1, .., 1, -1, .., -n).
If t = -1, then this theorem reduces to the denominator formula.
